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Short Communication
Glaucoma is an overall driving reason for irreversible vision 
misfortune. Since it very well might be asymptomatic until a 
moderately late stage, determination is regularly deferred. An 
overall comprehension of the sickness pathophysiology, analysis, 
and therapy might help essential consideration doctors in alluding 
high-hazard patients for complete ophthalmologic assessment 
and in more effectively partaking under the watchful eye of 
patients influenced by this condition [1-3]. 

Pathophysiology 
Albeit the pathogenesis of glaucoma isn't completely perceived, 
the degree of intraocular pressure is identified with retinal ganglion 
cell passing. The harmony between discharge of fluid humour by 
the ciliary body and its seepage through two free pathways—the 
trabecular meshwork and uveoscleral surge pathway—decides 
the intra-visual pressing factor. In patients with open-point 
glaucoma, there is expanded protection from watery outpouring 
through the trabecular meshwork. Conversely, the admittance to 
the waste pathways is hindered ordinarily by their in patients with 
point conclusion glaucoma. Intraocular pressing factor can cause 
mechanical anxiety on the back designs of the eye, prominently 
the lamina cribrosa and nearby tissues. The sclera is punctured 
at the lamina where the optic nerve strands (retinal ganglion 
cell axons) leave the eye. The lamina is the most fragile point in 
the mass of the compressed eye. Intraocular pressure–actuated 
anxiety might bring about pressure, deformity, and redesigning 
of the lamina cribrosa with ensuing mechanical axonal harm and 
disturbance of axonal vehicle that hinders retrograde conveyance 
of fundamental trophic elements to retinal ganglion cells from 
their brainstem target (transfer neurons of the parallel geniculate 
core). Studies including felines and monkeys with tentatively 
initiated visual hypertension have shown barricade of both 
orthograde and retrograde axonal vehicle at the level of the 
lamina cribrosa. Disturbed axonal vehicle happens from the get-
go in the pathogenesis of glaucoma in trial frameworks bringing 
about assortments of vesicles and complication of microtubules 
and neuro filaments in the prelaminar and post laminar locales. 
Comparable ultrastructural changes in optic nerve strands are 
found in posthumous natural eyes that have glaucoma. Since 
there additionally might be mitochondrial brokenness in retinal 
ganglion cells and astrocytes, significant degrees of energy 
request might be hard to meet during times of intraocular 
pressure–initiated metabolic pressure. Glaucomatous optic 
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neuropathy can happen in people with intraocular pressures 
inside the typical reach. In such patients, there might be a 
strangely low cerebrospinal liquid pressing factor in the optic 
nerve subarachnoid space bringing about an enormous pressing 
factor inclination across the lamina. Disabled microcirculation, 
adjusted invulnerability, excitotoxicity, and oxidative pressure 
may likewise cause glaucoma. Essential neural neurotic cycles 
might cause optional neurodegeneration of other retinal neurons 
and cells in the focal visual pathway by adjusting their current 
circumstance and expanding defencelessness to harm. 

Treatment 
Eye drops/Medication: Prescription eye drops decline liquids and 
increment waste to reduce eye pressure. There are many sorts 
of eye drop prescriptions that can be utilized for this condition. 
Since glaucoma is a deep rooted condition, you might have to 
utilize every day eye drops forever. 

Laser treatment: Your eye specialist utilizes a laser (solid light 
emission) to assist with working on liquid seepage from your eye. 
While the laser can supplement the utilization of eye drops, it 
may not supplant it totally. The outcomes from laser medicines 
change, however can last as long as five years. Some laser 
medicines can likewise be rehashed. 

Medical procedure: Surgery is one more approach to assist with 
decreasing eye pressure. It is more obtrusive yet can likewise 
accomplish preferable eye pressure control quicker over drops 
or laser. Medical procedure can help delayed down vision 
misfortune, yet it can't re-establish lost vision or fix glaucoma. 
There are many kinds of medical procedures for glaucoma, 
and relying upon the particular sort and seriousness, your eye 
specialist might pick one over another.
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